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Preface

The work described in this report is pertinent to the project des
ignated by the War Department Liaison Officer as OD-^2 and to the pro
ject designated by the Navy Department Liaison Officer as NO-26.

This work was carried out by the Geophysical Laboratory of the 
Carnegie Institution of Washington under Contract OEMsr-51. .

Conversations with Col. G. M. Ross, British Army; Col. J. M.Berkeley- 
Miller, British Army; and Col. B. F. Fellers, U.S. Army, showed that in 
the opinion of these officers the danger to friendly troops would not pre
vent sabot-projectiles from being of use. The fact that such projectiles 
would throw off parts at or near the muzzle, and that these parts would 
fall any place within a triangular area extending sone distance in front 
of the gun and sane 8 to 10° on each side of the line of fire, would not 
prevent their use under conditions such as had obtained in Libya.' It was 
accordingly decided to begin experimental work with two parallel develop
ments, one at the University of New Mexico under Contract OEM sr-668 
supervised by E. J. Workman and the other at the Geophysical Laboratory 
under Contract 0EMsr-J?1 supervised by C. L. Critchfield.

Initial distribution of copies of the report

Nos. 1 to 2Ц, inclusive, to the Office of the Secretary of the Com
mittee for distribution in the usual manner;

Nos. 29 to 28, inclusive, to Ordnance Department (Col. S. B. Ritchie, 
Col. R. R. Studler, Col. H. A. Quinn, S. Feltman);

No. 29 to Frankford Arsenal (Lt. Col. С. H. Greenall);

Nos. 30 and 31 to Aberdeen Proving Ground (Col. L. E. Simon, 
R. H. Kent.);

Nos. 32 to 37, inclusive, to Bureau of Ordnance (Capt. G. L. 
Schuyler, Capt. W. N. Moses, Capt. F. F. Foster, Comdr. С. H. Anderson, 
Comdr. E. A. Junghans, Lt. B. D. Mills, Jr.);

No. 38 to Director, Naval Ordnance Laboratory;
No. 39 to Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval Proving Ground;
No. ЦО to Joint Committee on New Weapons and Equipment 

(Col. E. L. Lucas); .
No. I4I to J. P. Baxter, III, Historian, OSRD;
No. 1(2 to R. C. Tolman, Vice Chairman, NDRC; ■ ,
No. ЦЗ to L. H. Adams, Chief, Division 1;



No. ЦЦ to H. В. Allen, Deputy Chief, Division 1; .
No. to W. Bleakney, Member, Division 1; '
No. Ц6 to L. J. Briggs, Member, Division 1;
No. I47 to E. L. Rose, Member, Division 1;
No. Ц8 to E. R. Weidlein, Member, Division 1;
No. to J. S. Burlew, Secretary, Division 15
No. £0 to J. W. Greig, Consultant, Division 1;
No. to J. E. Burchard, Chief, Division 2;
No. 32 to E. J. Workman, University of New Mexico;
No. $3 to C. L. Critchfield, Coauthor; .
No. 3h to J. McG. Millar, Coauthor;
Nos. 33 to 66, inclusive, to the Liaison Office, OSRD, for trans

mittal to C. J. Mackenzie, National Research Council, Canada (Attention 
S. M. Manson);D. C. Rose, National Research Council, Canada; the Secre
tary, British Central Scientific Office; Lt. Col. J. A. Caddy, Inspec
tion Board, United Kingdom and Canada, Quebec; Brigadier N. Skentlbery, 
Department of Munitions and Supply, Ottawa; W/C D. J. N. P. Leggett, 
R.A.F., Washington, D. C.; Capt. E.S.R. Adams, R.A.F., Washington, D.C.; 
Commander A. M. Hutchinson, B.A.D., Washington, D.C.; Col. P.'S. 
Gostling, B.A.S., Washington, D.C.; Chief Superintendent Armaments Re
search, London (3 copies: Mr. Permutter, Dr. Sykes, Mr. Coppock).

The NDRC technical reports section 
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DEVELORIENT OF SUBCALIBER PROJECTILES FOR

THE HISPANO-SUIZA GUN

Abstract

Methods are outlined for the construction of subcaliber 
projectiles for the Hispano-Suiza gun.using a sabot. Cores 
both of tungsten-copper l,Elkonite/’ -with a density of 
1Ц.^ gm/cm3, and of steel were used, Design drawings and a 
brief description of the sabot materials and methods of 
assembly are given. A detailed analysis of the performance 
of these projectiles is given as a result of firings for 
yaw, dispersion and muzzle velocity. Successful designs 
that worked on a centrifugal principle were made, but there 
was no success with those in which the sabot separates 
axially. Preliminary firings were made with finned projec
tiles in a sabot.

1• Preliminary theoretical considerations

Before the experimental development of subcaliber projectiles was' 
begun, a theoretical study of the characteristics and possible advantages 
of such projectiles was made. Their stability was discussed in an earlier 
report—^ in which it was concluded that Subcaliber projectiles may be 

stabilized by spin alone when fired from standard guns if the body of 
the projectile is suitably shortened. It was found that for a twist of 
1/2^ no alteration in design is necessary for a shot that has maximum 

armor penetration. In fact, a considerable advantage can be gained by 
the use of very dense projectiles and the sabot.

' It was stated that for uses other than armor penetration the sub
caliber projectile offered little advantage. In particular, it was sug
gested that the poor ballistic coefficient of the subcaliber projectile 
made its usefulness in decreasing times of flight doubtful, but the 
matter is given further consideration in the Appendix of the present 
report. .

1/ 0. L< Critchfield, Stability of subcaliber projectiles, NDRC 
Report A-88 (OSRD No. 870), Sept’. 19^2. '

1
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2. Problems involved in the firing of subcaliber projectiles

The firing of subcaliber projectiles by use of a sabot presents 
problems of many kinds. First, such firing must be restricted to 
guns that are not firing over friendly troops. Second, any canpound 
projectile presents production difficulties that are emphasized for 
the sabot by the fact that the strength-weight ratio should be high 
and thus the most suitable materials are also in demand for aircraft. 

»
Underlying the military and production problems is the most gen

eral one of making a sabot such that a reasonable efficiency can be 
obtained with a subcaliber projectile which canpares favorably in 
accuracy, retardation and lack of yaw with standard projectiles. This 
problem has been studied at the Geophysical Laboratory without care
ful regard to the military and production aspects. The justification 
for this approach is that the principles of sabot design must be under
stood before the other problems become real and, even though the sabot 
should prove to be impractical for field use, it provides a convenient 
experimental method of obtaining high velocities. Thus, for example, 
the desirability of high velocity in armor penetration could be deter
mined with standard guns.

3. Scope of research

Preliminary theoretical considerations presented in an earlier 
2/ 

report- have indicated that the performance to be expected from sabot
projectiles would provide a significant improvement in armor penetra
tion only for dense projectiles, for example, tungsten carbide. Accord
ingly, most of the work on the 20-mm gun reported here has been done 
with projectiles of density 11|.5 gm/cm3 made of a tungsten-copper 
alloy, l,Elkonite.u In such a projectile the stresses are amplified 
and successful models should be easily adapted to steel projectiles. 
Tests against plate were made with tungsten carbide.

2/ Reference 1.



* The possibility of using steel projectiles has not been neglected,
since the flatter trajectory has much to recanmend it although armor

‘ . penetration is not other-wise increased. We have fired the\caliber .60
AP projectile frcm the 20-mm gun at a muzzle velocity of 3700 ft/sec 
with good results, and also a shortened caliber . £0 AP core has been 
tested at a muzzle velocity of £200 ft/sec for dispersion and against 

plate. , .

Finned projectiles have been tried in centrifugal sabots in order 
to prepare for th® stabilization of elongated subcaliber projectiles in 
guns of low twist. However, a reliable method of attaching the fins 
has not been found and except for isolated successes the results are . 
generally negative. ■

A characteristic development in this work is the ‘’sliding bourrelet'1' 
that was invented to reduce yaw and dispersion. The bourrelet of this 
type is a separate ring that is allowed to slide axially along a conical 
surface on the sabot-skirt in such a manner that the set-up forces ex

- pand the bourrelet against the lands of the gun. The net expansion
amounts to a few thousandths of an inch and centers the projectile in

* the bore more positively than is otherwise feasible. This device has
proved particularly useful when the short 11-mm cores were fired in 
the 20-mm gun, but its usefulness in the case of longer l£-mm (cali
ber .60)cores is questionable.

' * ' , ■ 
Д. The 20-mm as a test gun ' . .

The advantages of the 20-mm gun as an experimental piece are mainly 
those of convenience in firing and caring for the gun and of' economy of 
material used for the manufacture of the projectiles. Inasmuch as the' 
chief theoretical virtue of the subcaliber projectile is improved'armor■ 
penetration, the development of a sabot for the 20-mm must be considered 
preliminary to future adaptation to larger calibers. Other possible

• advantages of high velocity, on the other hand, might apply to the 20-mm
as well as to larger guns. One satisfactory feature of the- choice of

• the 20-mm as a test gun is that stresses are in general higher and



tolerances more critical than in any other cannon so that developments 
for the ; 20-mm.; gun can be adapted readily to larger guns of similar 
twist of rifling. The sole possibility of difficulty lies in the in
creased duration of stresses in the larger guns.

For the most part, the projectile fired from the 20-mm gun is 
subject to more adverse conditions than is one fired from a gun of 
larger caliber. The maximum pressure and the angular velocity at the 
muzzle are considerably larger for the smaller caliber and the effect 
of tolerances, especially in concentricity, is more pronounced. Toler
ances are particularly bothersome in ccmposite projectiles that are 
centered by means of a sabot because both sabot and projectile must be 
properly centered. The lands of the 20-mm gun form a 7° angle with the 
axis of the bore; hence, if the center of the projectile is off the 
center of the bore by 0.001 in., the resulting deflection of the trajec- ' 
tory will be a little over 1 in. in 100 yd. Thus the quality of the 
machine work must be high in making sabots for 20-mm projectiles that 
will hit within 3 in. on the average at 200 yd.

There is a notable exception to the general rule that the design, 
of a sabot for the 20-mm shell is more critical than that for larger 
calibers, and this arises from the short duration of the propelling 
forces. Even though the maximum pressure is much larger, the length 
of time of application is less in the smaller guns since it is roughly 
proportional to the caliber. Therefore, materials that show sufficient 
strength at small calibers may not be suitable at large calibers if 
they are incapable of sustaining stress. On the other hand, of course, 
materials that fail under too rapid loading may be acceptable in large 
caliber guns but not in small.

In general, it appears that a design that permits the required 
accuracy of fire for the 20-mm gun could be scaled up to larger calibers 
without difficulty. We have been particularly fortunate in having an 
excellent machine shop’ that readily produces the high-grade work that 
is necessary. Work done in separate pieces by outside shops and assem
bled later has been markedly inferior. It is patent that a principal



requirement for an acceptable sabot is that it can be made by produc
tion methods, and it is for such a design that we are striving;" but in 
the experimental stages it is necessary to eliminate disturbing effects 
in so far as possible.

3. The range at Peephole Point

In October 19^2 it was decided that the Geophysical Laboratory 
should test its own 20-mm sabots and thus expedite the work. ...A suitable 
location for a range for the horizontal firing was found at Deephole 
Point, Prince William County, Virginia. A range there established -was 
used for most of the firings.

6. Propellants and loading

At each firing a number of standard ball projectiles have been used 
for comparison -with the dispersion of the sabot-projectiles. This ammu
nition is provided already loaded in several lots, two of which are used 
for testing of guns. One of these lots operates the gun at 88.percent 
of standard pressure and the other at 120 percent of standard (maximum 
about £8000 Ib/in?). In addition, standard rounds are used.

The experimental projectiles are somewhat lighter and therefore re
quire a faster powder. Primed cartridge cases have been provided and 
are loaded from the magazine of the Geophysical Laboratory. Most of our 
work has been done with a single-perforated, double-base 7^-mm howitzer 
powder, Lot h2^, having a web of 0.01 J? in. A graph of mass of powder 
required to produce a maximum pressure of Ц8 000 lb/in? as a function of 
mass of projectile is shown in Fig. 1. Also shown is the muzzle veloc- 

3/ 
ity produced by the charge indicated.— Several experimental points 
plotted as circles show the usefulness of the computations. These 
graphs apply to a chamber capacity of 2.36 in?, which is slightly larger 
than standard but more nearly that allowed in our work.

ПС ■ y.TJ\ УУ Г . S' ’ •

3/ The calculations on which Fig. 1 is based were made by S. F. 
Curtiss and R. B. Kershner.
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or Lo/ 4ZS8 Г^/Н^fz} 0.0/3-/'г. web; rr>Gx/murn preезс/ге} 48ooo 
/Ь/in?-, chamber vo/urne, z.jg in3 Caryeh^): mass of powder 
о о о runch/on of mass of projecbi/e. Car\re(b): muj^/e ve - 
/ос thy as a func-b/on of projecb//e mass under the Gssurnpb/on 
that the charge is /hat indica/ed by the point corresponding to



In addition, a special lot of FNH-M2 powder, HES 36lh, "was obtain
ed from the Hercules Powder Company, This powder has a O.O23-in. web, 
a long grain and a very fine single perforation. It was used mainly 
for the caliber .60 core projectiles.

7- General program

The purpose of the work herein reported is to develop a workable 
sabot for standard guns operating at standard pressure and adapted to 
projectiles of standard proportions but of smaller-than-bore diameter. 
A workable sabot is considered to be one that provides good obturation, 
transmits spin to the projectile, does not impair the accuracy of the 
projectile or foul the barrel unduly and remains intact during rough 
handling, especially during ejection from the chamber after a misfire. 
In addition to these necessary conditions the sabot must be as light in 
weight as possible. .

The plan of development that has been followed is (i) obtain a 
workable sabot, as. just defined, using duralumin as much as possible 
and using a steel projectile of simplified design, mm in diameter; 
(ii) make the sabot as light as possible by removing metal or substi
tuting plastic material or both; (iii) adapt the most premising devel
opments to projectiles made of an alloy of tungsten and copper of 
standard AP design, 11 mm in diameter, and to finned steel projectiles; 
and (iv) compare the armor penetration of the products with that of 
standard AP 20-mm shot. Measurements made in tests include maximum yaw, 
muzzle velocity, dispersion and the masses of the various parts of the 
sabot. These measurements are supplemented by observation of the parts 
of the sabots that are recovered and of the condition of the gun after 
firing. •

8. Projectiles

Preliminary tests were made on simple cone-headed steel projec
tiles lit mm in diameter. The dimensions chosen give an estimated stabil
ity factor of 1.30, which is low for practical use but very good for 
experiments since the yaw of the projectile is amplified more if the
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stability factor is lower. In Series C—z these projectiles were made 
of soft steel, but in Series A it was found that a permanent set held 
sabot and projectile together and it was necessary to use hard steel 
and heat-treat it. In Series В a boattail was added to the design. 
The stability factor for this design is estimated to be 1.8.

Adaptation of subcaliber■designs to high-density cores has been 
d / 

approximated by using a tungsten-copper product, “Elkonite.This 
material has a specific gravity of about 1br.O and a static compressive 
strength of 7^000 to 100000 Ib/in? The design of these projectiles is 

simply scaled down from the 37-inm AP steel shot without cap. It is, 
therefore, quite similar to Princeton's E-6. These projectiles were ’ 
7/l6 in. in diameter, 3 calibers long with a 1.5 caliber tangent ogive 
and weighed 38.6 gm each. Subseries in which these projectiles are 
used are given the second letter W, and they are all caliber 20-11 mm.

One other principal type of projectile has been used in the Sub
series F. For these the steel core of a caliber .‘50 ball projectile 
was used with a О.ЦО-in. shoulder turned on the rear and fins attached 
so as to protrude into the slip stream. Without the fins the projec
tile would be unstable when fired fron the 20-mm gun. The area of the 
fins is chosen to give maximum effect, but quantitative predictions at 
the high velocities attained — about h^00 ft/sec — are impossible. 

The fins used are helical with the same pitch as the rifling of the 
gun.

The only general principle adhered to in■the design of projectiles 
is to restrict them to standard types, avoiding annular grooves and 
unusually low sectional densities.

9. Rotating bands

All rounds with the exception of three made with SAE 1010 steel 
bands carried copper rotating bands. Several methods of attaching these •

h/ The significance of the letter designations is given in Sec. 9.
5/ Furnished by the General Electric Company.



bands have been tried; some were threaded onto the base from the front 
with a 32 LH sharp V thread. Three bases, however, were grooved and 
electroplated with copper to a thickness of 4 mm. A tight bond -was not 

formed between duralumin and copper, but the grooves provided enough 
purchase to retain the band. Essentially the same construction was ob
tained mechanically by a method in which а зД-таш band was forced into 
grooves with a die.-/ This method was used inmost of the centrifugal 

series. Another method was to groove the duralumin (about 32 per inch) 
and then force the copper band into the grooves by means of a die.

10. Sabots

The sabots that have been made are conveniently divided into three 
classes according to the basic principle of their intended operation.

Series A comprises those sabots that are essentially one piece and 
cup shaped and from which the projectile proper is released axially. 
In addition to such sabot-projectiles constructed by us, four sabots 

7 /of this type (37-чип) were fired for W. A. Forrester-^' at Aberdeen, 
July 2^, 1Д2, and the results studied by us.

Series В is composed of boattail projectiles mounted on a conical 
seat in the sabot. Setbacklpresumably distends the sabot which then 
ejects the projectile upon elastic recovery. Eleven 20-1h mm sabots 
have been tried in this series; their operation is in most cases all 
right, but they have a very large dispersion.

Series C includes all sabots that depend upon centrifugal force 
for their operation. All sabots of the centrifugal type that have been 
tried are of the same fundamental design. In this design the projec
tile is seated on a base that carries the rotating band. Rotation is 
transmitted frcm base to projectile by friction alone. The sides of 
the projectile are supported by a segmented sleeve —■ usually two half
cylinders — that fly off under centrifugal force after leaving the

6/ This method was devised by J. Jost, of the Geophysical Labora
tory. “ . . . .

7/ A patent application has been filed on this device. Descrip
tion and account of tests are available in the files of Division 1, NDRC. ■ • ‘/fl'

L
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barrel. Series C contains the only really successful designs devel- 
oped.

In designating the experimental rounds in this report the series 
letter is given first, then a number that is different for each prin
cipal design and then, perhaps, a lower-case letter indicating variants 
of the principal design. Series C has been divided into Subseries CW 
indicating that tungsten-copper is used for the projectile (20-11 mm) 
and OF indicating that the projectile has four fins. Series A has a 
Subseries AT in which a tracer charge is supposed to aid separation of 
sabot and projectile. Thus in Fig. 2 the design numbered CF2b is the 
second design of a finned projectile in Series 0, variant b.

11. Standards of performance

Velocities were sometimes measured with the Aberdeen chronograph 
8 /and checked in every case with the calculated values.— Maximum yaw 

was estimated frcm the axes of keyholes made in a set of cards, usually 
12 in number, placed 6 ft apart.

Dispersion was measured on a cardboard vertical target placed 
200 yd from the muzzle. The gun is mounted on a heavy stone boat by 
means of a trunnion, and adjustment of aim is acccmplished by 2-in. 
machine screws that move the rear of the mount. Sighting is done 

9/ through a full-length bore telescope.- Play in the gun amounts to 
about + 0.1 mil. With this mount, the probable error of a single shot 
in line and height is about 0.30 mil each using standard ammunition. 
This represents the capabilities of the mount we are using. Probable 
errors in line and elevation are estimated in the usual way from the 
standard deviations of the sample. Let x^ be the line of the ith shot 
and x the average line of n shots; then r^, the estimated probable error 
in line, is

rh = О.буЦх/Г^ - x)2/(n - 1).

8/ The calculations were made by 0. F. Curtiss.
9/ Designed and made by J. L. England.
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An analogous formula holds for the probable error rv of the vertical 
deviations. Ammunition may be considered acceptable in accuracy if the 

10/estimated probable error in line is 0.5 mil or less.—' Results -with 
20-11 mm sabots and dense projectiles prove to be just at the boundary 
of acceptability.

11 /Samples of the dense projectiles were tested for eccentricity.— 
The center of gravity in every case was within 0.001 in. of the geo
metric center so that dispersion due to eccentricity alone should amount 
to less than 1 in. or 0.2 mil in line.

12. Series 0

(a) Soft steel projectiles. — Work on centrifugally operated 
sabots was begun in July 19h2. The first model,' 01, proved 'unsatis
factory because of the engraving of the duralumin bourrelet. Since 
this experience duralumin has been kept frcm contact with the lands of 
the gun. The second model, 02, proved acceptable in principle but was 
much too heavy. The sabot 02 weighed hO gm whereas a reasonable mass 
should be more like 10 percent of the mass of AP shot, or 16 gm. Sub
sequent developments in this series have been directed toward making 
the sabot lighter. The best all-metal design is СЗ3 the use of plastic 
was introduced in 05, Representative types are illustrated in Fig. 2.

In making trials of the sabots, types of bases were often inter
changed. A detailed report on the firings is given in Table I, but in 
the following paragraphs we give a brief general description of the 
variants of each type and their purpose. There are three variants of 
02. Variant a had a brass outer sleeve which became deeply engraved. 
Steel was then substituted for brass in variants b and c_. The differ
ence between these two is that in b the outer qleeve was almost com
pletely separated into halves leaving only 0.003 in? to be ruptured,

10/ Information received frcm R. H. Kent.

11/ These tests were made by the Department of Physics of the 
University of Virginia.
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Fig. 3. Type 02 at h ft from the muzzle.

Table I. Data for rounds in Series C, steel projectiles, caliber 20-lh mm.

Number 
of 

bounds
bate Mass (gm) Est. Muz. 

Velocity 
(ft/sec)

To Test
Maximum 

Yaw 
(deg)(W) lype Proj. Sabot Powder

1 8-20 01 50 30 20.7 3200 Duralumin bourrelet (split) 80

1 9-1h 02a 50 hO 20.7 3100 Brass bourrelet (split) 1?
1 9-1 h C2b 50 hO 20.7 3100 Steel bourrelet (split) 2
1 9-17 C2c 50 hO 22.0 3hoo Steel (large rupture force) 35
1 11-21 C2b 51 37 20.9 3200 Photographs
1 11-21 C2b 51 32 22.1 3390 Photographs and plated base

1 11-21 Cha 5o 20 22.6 3670 Photographs and plated base

1 11-21 Cha 50 23 22.2 3580 Photographs and plated base
1 11-21 C3b 50 25 22.h 3530 Photographs and cone seat
1 11-21 C3a 5o 26 21.9 3500 Photographs
1 12-1 Chb 5o 2h 22.1 3560 Soldered bourrelet 10
1 12-1 Chb 5o 2h 22.2 3600 Soldered bourrelet small ■
1 12-1 Chb 5o 2h 22.2 3600 Soldered bourrelet 26
1 12-1 CF1 51 36 20.9 3230 Finned orojectile small
1 12-3 C5a 5o 20 22.5 3670 Plastic skirt small
2 12-8 C5b 50 19 22.6 3690 Plastic skirt 5
1 12-8 03a 51 26 21.9 3500 Base type - J 0
6 12-15 Che 5o 22 22.3 3620 Velocity and dispersions

12 12-22 03a 5o 26 30.0* 3750 Velocity and dispersions

1 1-7** c£c 61 19 29. h* 3500 Performance (caliber .60 
core) 11

Powder: FNH М2, 0.023- in. web , lot HEE 361 h.
^Jan. 7, 19h3.
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but in c the sleeve -was not so completely separated and 0.02^ in? had 
to be ruptured. This latter is about the maximun area of steel that 
can be broken by the centrifugal forces. Variant b worked very well 
and is the first completely workable sabot to be made. Figure 3 is a 
photograph of this taken about й ft from the muzzle. Variant c showed 
a large yaw presumably developed during rupture of the sleeve.

As previously mentioned, type C2 is too heavy to be acceptable, 
and types 03 and Ch represent attempts to lighten the design. At the 
same time the steel outer sleeves were fashioned so that no steel need 
be ruptured. In C3 this was done by sawing the two sleeves at an 
angle to the elements of the cylinder (see Fig. 2). Variant a as made 

in our shop worked encouragingly well, so a dozen were obtained from 
an 'Outside shop and tested for yaw and dispersion. The latter were 
inferior in construction partly because a softer steel was used for 
the outer sleeves. A number of these sleeves that have been recovered 
show appreciable engraving. The mean dispersion at 210 yd proved to 
be 12 in. as compared with 3 in. for standard ammunition. Although 
this accuracy is not acceptable, it appeared that there was good reason 
for adapting this model to heavy cores for further development. This 
adaptation is designated CW1 and will be discussed subsequently.

One round of variant C3b was made and fired at Aberdeen. It is 
characterized by a cone seat for restraining the inner sleeve instead 
of a rear steel sleeve. The device does not prevent the duralumin 
from springing out, however, and is not satisfactory. The same effect 
was noted on two 37~™i sabots constructed on that principle and fired 
on the same day. -

Type СЦ was designed to put the steel outer sleeve to use not 
only as a bourrelet but as a lock to hold the duralumin halves together 
while in the bore. The steel is supported only in bosses that project 
through the rectangular holes in the duralumin sections. This support 
proved insufficient and in 10 out of 11 rounds the steel fell off in 
the gun. In the last nine rounds the outer sleeves were soft-soldered 
together but without effect except in one round. If the locking device 



is to be employed, the outer sleeve must evidently be given additional 
support at the rear, as in C3. At present, the need for locking is 
not pressing and the design has not been made. Variant a of this type 
relied on a cone seat alone on the rear as in C3b, but failure was not 
evident here because the steel sleeves fell to the base and protected 
the duralumin. Two of variant a were fired at the Michaelsville R-ange, 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, then three of b at Deephole. The remaining 
six were С1дс. Variant b used a duralumin ring on the rear in addition 
to the cone seat; and variant c, a phenolic laminated plastic ring. 
The design is unsuccessful, the mean dispersion being something like 
1$ in. at 210 yd.

Type C£ is our first design using laminated plastic, Phenolite-C, 
in construction of the sabot. Variant a differs from b as shown in 
Fig. 2 only in having the sabot held to the base by two pins instead 
of the annular-ridge. The operation of this type was apparently suc
cessful. Recovered sections of the sabot, however, indicate that char
ring and possibly failure of the plastic near the base took place. This 
is not a serious obstacle for use with the 20-11 mm sabot because of the 
shorter skirt necessary for that application. Inasmuch as the plastic 
does not have sufficient tensile strength to resist the centrifugal 
forces, the tendency to fail and char at the base can be overcane in 
the 20-1)4 mm sabots by not splitting the skirt all the way to the base.

(b) Finned projectiles. — The data for the finned projectiles 
that have been tried appear in Table II. Four were made and tried in a 
preliminary study of the type. Of these, CF1 is an adaptation of 02a 
made by slotting the duralumin skirt and mounting four fins on the base 
of the projectile which would be stable without the fins. . The purpose 
of this round was to detect adverse effects of fins on operation or 
stability. The fins were damaged by the releasing of the sabot, but 
the projectile flew straight and with very little yaw.

The 20-11 mm finned projectile used, designated CF2b, is shown 
in Fig. 2. One each of three variants of the design CF2 have been tried 
in search of a suitable'sabot construction. The skirt in variant a was
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Table II. Data on rounds in Series 0, finned, projectiles, cali
ber, 11-20 mm.

^Powder FNHM2, O.O23-in. web, lot HES 36Щ.
WMaximum yaw, 68°.

Number 
of

Rounds
Date 

(19112-113) Type
Mass (gm) Est .Muz. 

Velocity 
(ft/sec)

To Test
Proj. Sabot Powder

1 12-15 CF2a 29 16 25.9 11650 Stability"

1 12-18 CF2b 29 22 25.0 hhoo. Velocity and stability
1 12-22 CF2c 29 18 30.0* Velocity and stability 

(plastic sabot)

1 2-2 CF3a 2h 22 25.7 h6oo Yaw
1 2-h CF3b 2h 22 25.7 Ц600 Yaw
2 2-12 CFlib 25 17 26.8 5010 Yaw and velocity
2 3-2 CFhc 25 21 25.8 11600 Yaw (AP)
1 3-11 CFlid 25 21 25.8 Ц600 Yaw (AP) .
1 3-9 CFlid 25 21 25.8 ЦбОО 0.003 push fit
1 3-11 CFlie 25 21 ,25.8 Ц600 Threaded fins
1 3-17 GFhf 25 21 25.1 h5oo Yaw (ball)
1 3-17 CFhe 25 21 25.1 li5oo Yaw (AP)
8 3-30

I
GFhf 25 21 25.1 li5oo Dispersion

made mostly of plastic bushed at the nose with duralumin and evidently 
failed in the gun because the yaw was 68°. The skirt in variant c was 

all plastic, quartered instead of halved, and equipped with a split 
steel ring at the base. It did not fail in the bore, but the projec
tile was about 1° off line. Variant b is the only promising one of the 
three, and it was 2° off line though evidently stable. The maximum yaw 
developed was 25° and instrumental velocity—was Ц200 ft/sec. The 

bullet just nicked the last velocity frames no contact was made so no 
muzzle velocity was obtained. The fins in all these models were hand
made of steel and were therefore not particularly well balanced.

12/ Velocity as measured at the chronograph, not corrected back 
to the muzzle.



Nineteen additional rounds of finned projectiles were fired. Of 
these, 1$ were either attempts to mount fins on hardened AP cores or 
to find a method by which this could be done. All these were failures. 
Two rounds were fired with plastic skirts that were not completely 
separated behind the protruding fins. The fins were badly torn during 
release of the sabot.

The only successful rounds were the first two fired in this series 
(CF3a and CF3b). The cross-sectional drawing is shown in Fig. The 
core is soft steel (caliber .$0 ball ammunition) and the base has a 

center that projects into a corresponding center hole in the projectile. 
The fins were made of duralumin canted at 7° to an element of the sur
face, and were forced onto the ^-in. cylinder that had been turned on 

the rear of the ball. These fins stayed on, apparently because of a 
riveting action under setback. It is not possible to say from the two 
successful rounds that finned projectiles are practicable.

. Inasmuch as four fins were used and the sabot quartered, it was im
possible to keep the duralumin skirts from bearing on the lands. This 
is a fundamental objection to the design. Fins might be useful, how
ever, if a two-section sabot, such as the Budd Wheel Conpany has design- 

13/ ed,—is practicable. As is pointed out in the Appendix, fins on rotat
ing 3_in. projectiles might permit their being fired from li.7“in. or 
£-in. guns with a very significant reduction in time of flight even at 
ranges of 20000 to 30000 yd. '

(c) Heavy-alloy projectiles. — A summary of the characteristics 
of design for heavy-alloy projectiles is given in Table HI and detailed 
firing data are given in Table IV. The first of the tungsten-copper 
projectiles tried were of the type CW1. The variants are a, duralumin 
skirt with two steel (split) rings as shown in Fig. 25 b, the same as a 
with 2 gm of duralumin cut out from under the forward ring (inside); c 
phenolite skirt with one steel ring forward; d, all-phenolite skirt;

13/ Drawings in the files of Division 1, NDRC.
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e, simple all-plastic skirt, split two-thirds the way down from the for
ward end, no sliding bourrelet (Fig. 5); f, like e but with shorter core 
and masonite skirt cut perpendicular to grain; g, same as f with stand
ard core and masonite cut parallel to grain; and h, same as e except 
that the projectile is h calibers long and was designed to test over
load on the base. Variants a and d gave the best results in the early 
firing. The steel ring in c evidently fell off as a maximum yaw of 38° 

was developed. This was fortunate frcm one point of view, however, as 
the hole made by the projectile showed that there was no appreciable 
mushrooming of the tungsten-copper projectile. The purpose of tests 
with Elkonite is to find a design that works for high-density cores in 
general; there is no evidence that this material is particularly good 
as armor-piercing cores. The recovered bases show that the duralumin 
takes a permanent set during acceleration.

In all, 11h of the 20-11 mm Elkonite projectiles have been fired 
at Deephole Point or into a recovery box. Dispersion data on 90 of 
these in groups of 9 were obtained and, of the remaining number, 1Ц were 
tested for maximum yaw and general performance of the several designs. 
Two rounds were tested for velocity, 3 were to prove certain plastics 
and 1 to prove the base design.

The working drawing for sabot CW3a and CW3b is presented in Fig. 6. 
The base is made of duralumin 17-ST and the rotating band is crimped over 
the 0.135-in. ridge.—It is imperative that the propellent gases do 
not leak through between the band and the duralumin because of the tend- 
enoy.of the latter to excessive erosion. The assembly is shown in Fig. 7. 
These bases are found between 100 and 250 yd frcm the muzzle of the gun 
when fired horizontally. Rotation is transmitted from band to base and 
from base to projectile by frictional force alone. This design has 
been fired at 56000 Ib/in? against a 50.7-gm (11-mm) projectile without 
shearing. The calculated maximum compression between base and projectile

1Ц/ This method of mounting rotating bands was devised by J. Jost
- of the Geophysical Laboratory Shop.

к ' ■ ----------------------------------- - ----- .----------
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Table III. Summary of the characteristics of design for heavy- 
all oy ■ pr о j'e ct il es.

A. Designs on which dispersion tests were made

CWIe Straight plastic skirt, no sliding bourrelet (Fig. 5)•
CW3a ’ Sliding bourrelet design" 3°xO.l3-in. (Fig. 7).
CW3b Sliding bourrelet design h°x 0.13-in. ■

CW2a Sliding bourrelet design 3°x 0.10-in.
CW2b Sliding bourrelet design 3°x 0.13-in.

CW2c Sliding bourrelet design 3°x 0.16-in.

CWlib Duralumin 17-ST skirts, sliding bourrelet made of linen rod, 
3° x 0.13-in.

CW3 Tungsten carbide core of German 28/20 Gerlich used in elon
gated design built on CW3b sabot. The core is 3-7 calibers 
long instead of 3 calibers.

CW6 Sliding bourrelet next to core 3°xO.l3~in. (Fig. 8)

B. Designs for other tests, such as preliminary work and 
tests of material

CW1a Duralumin skirt with two split steel rings (Fig. 2).

CW1b Same as CW1a with 2 gm of duralumin cut out from under the 
forward ring on the inside.

CW1c Phenolite skirt with one steel ring forward.
CW1d All phenolite skirt.
CW1f Like 1e but with shorter core and masonite sabot cut perpen

dicular to grain. •

CW1g Same as 1f with standard core and masonite cut parallel to 
grain.

CW1h Same as Те except projectile was h calibers long.
CW2d Sliding bourrelet design 3°x 0.20-in. . _

CWha Like Ub except bourrelet was made of flat stock.

The first figure indicates the semivertical angle of the cone 
and the second the distance that the bourrelet moves.
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Tabi’ TV. Lb.La on firing of

/timber 
of 

bounds
late 

(195243) Type
Ma ss

?rojociiio lahot, r’^rler

12-31 2171a 38 25 234
1 12-31 07.7 b 33 22 23.7
1 12-31 Tfk 33 19 242
1 12-31 с ma 33 17 2i;. h

1 2-2 CY»2a 33 18 2b. 3
2 2-2 C'.V2a 33 13 2b.3
1 2-3 стлг 3b- 17 2h. 9
1 2-3 ' 0771g 39 13 241
9 24 C7f2a 38 18 2 3.3
a 2-12 0'71 e 38 13 28.3
1 2-12 CY^e 38 18 2 b. 3
1 2-1 2 2172b 33 13 243
1 2-15 Wlh >0 18 243
J 2—16 C172c 3-> 10 2 •'-3
c 2-16 CW1 о op 18 2u-3
9 2-13 z:^. ^8 13 28.3
9 2-18 СУ^Ъ 33 13 23.3
1 2-2.8 C;72d 38 18 28.3
1 2-2.8 Ct72e 38 21 23.9
1 3-2 "14a 38 19 24 1
b 3-2 C'Yba 38 19 241
1 34 cvAib 33 19 241
1 3-h СчЗЪ 33 18 21.3

1 ?—It O^a 38 10 26.3
1 34 07ЙС 36 18 s 11 3

9 3—h С'.ТЗа 36 18 2b. 3
9 34 C'O> 38 18 2b. 3
1 3-9 0173a 3<J 18 23.5
1 3-9 0771 e за 18 2b.3

■ 9 3-11 C’.73b 38 18- 23.1
3-11 C17l|b 19 2b. 1

7 41 b? 20 22.9
1 8-13 GW5 b7 20 22.2
1 4-13 C172o 50 19
1 6-1 С7Й 39 18 2! i.1

5»». 8 6-1 СПб 39 18 2b. 1

Measured veloci4,y, j(090 ft/sec. "“This projectile broke. '’Measured.

*vy- ’il.oy uro.ioctiles, caliber > 20—11 nm.

(ft/soc)

’ :axirvin 
law 

(be;’)

ibispersion 
(•nils at 200 yd) To Test

r’oriz* < er и •

3800 11 Elmontte and nerfor'iance
q000 18 ^Ikond'te and nerfor—ence
4 bo . 33 'leonite and perfor’anco
’’.290 11 LLkonite and performance

" 4 bo 5 Yavf
4 JO Test haltc d oispersion
8360 asonlte"
.6130 ’Vasontte’*
3900 0.50 Г’.2 dispersion
314/
b150 •7 Yaw
b4o 6л r~e tx nv”
34; Ov -?l^ad on bnse
Moo .51 .37 O'. 4-er-ion
45o • 6b 43 l.i nonrsion
45o .93 • об •:r "version
450 .5'0 • 70 Dispersion
45o 7

.r law
bobo 5 Asbestos
b 120 13 lavr
420 large Li spersion
420 -/ Yaw
bi?o 0 Yaw
) 150 Yaw
bi4 G Lav;
450 .56 .87 dispersion
450 .25 .60 'dispersion
3930“^"
44 10 Yaw
3900 .85 .57 Dispersion
4 20 .8b 1.1.0 Dispersion /

Liispersion
Stability factor
Performance} Mallory 1000

430 7 Yaw
8130 .55 o.55 Dispersion
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is 136000 lb/in?, and the base shows a 2-mm permanent set. All bases 
fired at a maximun pressure of Ц8000 lb/in? show about 1-mm set and 
those fired at hhOOO lb/in? show a slight one. A completed base with 
rotating band weighs 10 gn. a

Onto the base is fitted a cylindrical skirt that has been sawed on 
one diameter for about two-thirds its length to encourage symmetrical 
separation. This skirt is made of a canvas-base plastic except in the 
case of CMi and is supposed to be shed by centrifugal action at the 
muzzle. The pieces leave the gun at 7° to the line of fire and are 

found as far as 200 ft from the muzzle. The forward end of the large 
piece shown in Fig. 6 is the split section. The smaller ring fits onto 
the larger piece on the conical surface so that the forward surfaces 
are flush and the projectile is held firmly. The smaller ring is not 
split and is expected to remain in one piece during propulsion. Expan
sion of this ring as it slides down to the shoulder on the larger piece 
is intended to center the projectile firmly and thus reduce yaw and dis
persion. The effectiveness of the device in this respect depends upon 
the quality of the machine work, the angle of the cone and the axial 
distance that the bourrelet moves. Several axial distances in addition 
to those' shown in Fig. 6 have been tried with semivertical angles of 3° 
and Ц? The best results were obtained with 3° and 0.16-in. slide and 
with h° and 0.1^-in. slide. These are designated 3°хО.1б in. and 
11° x 0.15 in., respectively. A 3°x 0.20-in. combination was tried but 

the yaw proved large indicating that the ring split in the gun. The 
difference between the CW3 series and the CW2 series is that in the 
CW2 the plastic skirt is threaded onto the base instead of being a 
force fit.

Another type, CWh, has a sliding bourrelet but the larger skirts 
are made of duralumin 17-ST. In variant a of CWh the bourrelet was. 
made of sheet plastic and in variant b it was made from linen-base rod.

Still another type, CW6 (Fig.. 8) has the sliding bourrelet, on the 
inside next to the core. The principle is the same as with the other
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types except that instead of the ring expanding, the skirt is expanded 
by the. ring against the lands thereby centering the projectile. The 
main advantage of this type is the absence of grooves on the outside 
of the skirt. The assembly drawing is shown in Fig. 9»

Masonite and asbestos-base phenolic were tried as material for 
the skirts, but both are unacceptable at these high pressures. Un
fortunately, enough plastic stock of a single specification was not 
available, and vre had to use tubes and rods of a variety of sizes and 
degrees of cure. The best material when all aspects are considered 
was 3/8x 7/8-in. canvas-base phenolic tube (Phenolite Ц£-С). In addi

tion to the variation in materials, the quality of work was not the 
same for all since several machine shops were used to produce the 
sabots. The results on yaw and dispersion are thus fairly representa
tive of the general design of sabot considered.

The usual test procedure was to fire one or two sabots of a cer
tain design through yaw cards to note how much yaw was developed and 
how the design worked in general. Then nine rounds were fired at the 
vertical target at 200 yd. Dispersion is caused by large yaw as well 
as by other factors, and it was deemed advisable to judge a design from 
its dispersion rather thap by measuring the yaw on a similar number of 
rounds.

Reproductions of the targets for each of the dispersion tests as 
well as for tests of standard rounds are given in Fig. 10. A circle 
about the center of the pattern containing half the shots is drawn in 
each case. It will be noted that the accuracy of the gun with stand
ard ammunition becomes worse with time. The reason for this trend is 
not clear but may be partly due to freeing of the mount in the spring 
thaws.

A. conSidbrable -difference in the dispersion as measured by dif
ferent tubes is also evident. Thus on February Ц (Table IV) the prob
able error in dispersion of type CW2a was 0.^0 mils horizontal, 
0.Ц2 mils vertical whereas on February 18 the same type gave almost 
double the dispersion. The explanation for this result may lie in the

^^55-5—S5—-J—•
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Ball (120) CW2c Ball (88) CTJ1e
Feb. 16, MV3000 Feb. 16, ИУЩСО Feb. 16, MV28OO Feb. 16, MVblOO

Ball (120) CI’Qa CT0b Ball S.A.

Mar. 11, MV28OO Mar. 11, MV39OO Mar. 11, MV37OO Mar. 18, MV36OO

Fig. 10. Dispersion results; 1 div « 1 cm at 200 yd; Ж, muzzle velocity (ft/sec)0
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difference in diameter of the gun tubes used. The tube used through 
February Ц (Tube No. 2) is the smallest of our four tubes and has 
0.002 in. less diameter across the lands than the succeeding tube, No. 3. 
Tubes were changed because of a damaged land in No. 2. Results using 
the same tube are more consistent.

It is satisfactory that the more workable designs — CW2c, 3aj 3b, 
and 6 — average about 0.5 mil in probable error even though the larger 
tube was used, since this probable error is the boundary of accepta-’.' . 
bility for ammunition. The only direct canparison between sliding and 
solid bourrelet was made on February 16 between CW1e and CW2c (see 
Table IV and Fig. 10).

In an effort to obtain a canparison between rounds fired for dis
persion on different days and in different tubes, the following pro
cedure was used. Four measures of the dispersion — average distance 
frcrn center of pattern, distance of the median shot, height plus width 
of total pattern, and the longest distance between two shots out of 
nine or ten in each determination — were divided by naninal values 
characteristic of standard ammunition and averaged to give the ammuni
tion- an ’’accuracy rating.11 The rating for sabot ammunition is then 
canpared with the rating of the same kind for standard ammunition ob
tained on the day of the test. The quotients of the ratings obtained 
in this way are shown in Table V. A graph of the dispersion factors 
thus obtained versus the product of angle of cone and length of slide 
is given in Fig. 11. This shows a monotonic decrease in dispersion as 
the amount of take-up by the collar increases. The best performance 
is 1д0 percent larger in dispersion than standard. This is to be can- 
pared with 100 percent increase in dispersion when no sliding bourrelet 
was used. It thus appears that windage plus compressibility of the 
plastic is a serious item in the construction of accurate sabot ammu
nition. This conclusion is substantiated by the greatly improved 
accuracy of CW2a in the small tubes (conpare results of February b and 
18). The amount of expansion of the bourrelet is limited by the elas
tic properties of the reinforced plastic. With stronger material, the 
accuracy may be further improved by the sliding device.

L
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Table V. Ratio of accuracy ratings for sabot and standard ammuni- 
tion.

Date 
(19^3) Type Bourrelet 

Design''
Ratio of Accuracy 

Ratings for Sabot ap$ 
Standard Ammunition'

24 CW2a 3° x 0.10 in. 1.h5“
2-16 CW2e 3° x 0.16 in. 1.62
2-16 CW1 e none 1.95
2-18 CW2a 3° x 0.10 in. 3.19
2-18 CW2b 3° x 0.13 in.' 2.31
34 CW3a 3° x 0.15 in. 1.70
34 CW3b Ц° x 0.15 in. 1.39
3-11 CW3b h° x 0.15 in. 145
3-11 06a 3° x 0.13 in. 1.22
3-18 С? h° x 0.15 in. 3.52
3-18 C6a 3° x 0.13 in. 1.37
6-1 CW6 h° X 0.15 in. 1.56

''The first figure indicates the semivertical angle of the cone and 
the second the distance that the bourrelet moves.

^Accuracy ratings were based on four measures of dispersion that 
are described in Sec. 12(c).

''Small tube.

Table VI. Data on firing of steel AP projectiles.

Number 
of

Rounds
Date 
(W) Type

Mass (gm) Est.Muz.
Velocity 
(ft/sec)

Max. 
Yaw 
(deg)

Dispersion 
(mils at 
200 yd) ■ To Test

Proj. Sabot iPowder Horz.| Vert.
Caliber 20-15 mm projectiles

Caliber 20-11 mm projectiles

1 1-7 c5c 61 19 294* 3500 11 Performance
1 .24 c5c 61 18 21.6 3h2O 3 Yaw
1 2-12 Оба 61 18 25.0* 31?Q- Velocity
8 3-11 C6a 61 18 29.8‘'r 3700 040 048 Dispersion
1 3-17 Сба 61 18 2,9.8* Sabot failed in pin
7 3-18 C6a 61 18 29.0* 36ОО 0.50 O.I4.6 Dispersion

13 5-20 C6a • 61 18 28.0 Rapid fire

^'Powder FNH М2, O.O23"in. web, lot HES 361Ц. ^Measured.
Average instrument velocity 5000 ft/sec at 75 ft.

1
9

3-17
3-18

C7
C7

19
19

16 (27.8
16 ]27.8

5300^
5300

0
1.35 1.05 Dispersion
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(d) AP steel projectiles. — Thus far 28 rounds of steel AP cores 
loaded with 29.0 gn of HES 3б1 h (FNHM2; 0.023-in. web) have been fired 
for yaw and dispersion. Of these rounds, 18 were made by mounting the 
experimental caliber .60 AP core in a sabot similar to CW2b (see 
Fig. 12).■ The cores were used without base cup or windshield. Two 
dispersion tests were made, and the ratios to standard ammunition are 
included in Table V under C6. The absolute values of dispersion in 
Tube No. 3 are within 0.5 mil in both cases. Details of the firing 
are given in Table VI under caliber 20-15 mm projectiles.

Also included in Table VI are the data on 20-11 mm steel projec
tiles 07 fired for yaw and dispersion. These cores were made frcm 
caliber . 50 AP cores by grinding off the rear portion until the core 
weighed 19 gm. This amounted to about 7/16 in. and included all of 

the boattail. The ogive on the resulting projectile is thus dispro
portionately long, especially since the AP sabot was very short. This 
probably accounts for the wide dispersion obtained with this model. 
The muzzle velocity was between 5300 and 5h00 ft/sec. The measured 
maximum yaw of 0° is evidently accidental in view of the large disper
sion. Thirty of these projectiles were transmitted to Princeton Uni
versity, Division 2, National Defense Research Committee, for tests 
against plate.

Work on the 20-15 mm type C6 is being continued to determine (i) 
the advantage in accuracy and yaw gained by the sliding bourrelet 
[for this a number of rounds without collar (C5) and a number with 
collar (C6) are being made from phenolite tubing] (ii) adaptability 
to automatic firej and (iii) adaptability to molding of straight 
sabot (C5) and ccmparison with the same design as machine made.

On May 20 some rounds of C6 were taken to Deephole to test for 
autanatic action using the drum feed. With the muzzle brake removed 
the rounds operated satisfactorily without any other alteration of 
adjustment. One 7~round and one 6-round burst were fired. The sabots 
were not held together tightly enough for the feeding action and only 
about half of the rounds behaved well outside the gun, presumably



because of separation before firing. The rounds for further test -will 
be more securely integrated.

13. Series A; axial-type sabots

Figure 13 shows the various designs of the axial-type sabot and 
Table VII gives firing data. The first design of the gas-operated, 
axial-type sabot was completed in August 19h2. This design (A1) was 
found faulty in that the rotating band, which was pushed on from the 
front, blew off. Also the hole into the gas chamber showed consider
able erosion.

Design A2 remedied the faults of A1 since in this model the rotat
ing band was screwed on and a small steel plug was placed in the rear 
to prevent erosion. Two sabots of design A2 having a 1/32-in. hole in 
the erosion plug showed no sign of having separated at 100 ft while a 
third having a 1/16-in. hole in the plug failed by having the gas cham
ber blow apart.

In design A3 the duralumin was all in one piece. Three of these 
were fired at the Michaelsville Range, Aberdeen Proving Ground where 
attempts were made by H. G. Edgerton to photograph the bullet at the 
muzzle and by J. L. England down the range at 30 yd. No pictures were 
obtained at the muzzle, while at 90 yd, pictures of two of the shots 
were obtained — one of the projectile without sabot and the other in 
which the projectile and sabot were together. In the latter no separa
tion was apparent at the end of the range (100 yd) while in the former 
separation had occurred prior to 5>0 ft, as indicated by the yaw card. 
The third sabot of this model fired showed no sign of separation either 
at 90 ft or 100 yd.

Design АЦа had a copperplated bourrelet and a crimped-on rotating 
band as developed by J. Jost and was otherwise similar to A3. The 
sidewalls supporting the bourrelet proved to be too weak with the re
sult that the sabot failed in the gun- Dp^ign Ahb was an attempt to 
remedy this in that the rotating band screwed on from the rear and 
none of the side walls were cut away. This model failed to separate 
at all. ,

L
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Design A5 was made with an unsplit skirt of phenolite, which broke 
up under centrifugal force. Nothing further has been done with plastics 
in axial-type sabots.

A smaller gas cavity was used in Аба, and it also had a hardened 
drill-rod projectile. Two of this type were fired with 0.035 gm of 
black powder in the gas chamber and the third with none. All three 
separated and hit the target at about 200 yd within a circle of radius 

15/
9 in.—' The sabot of one of the two with the black powder apparently 
failed in the gun, but this did not seem to affect the aim too badly. 
The yaws were considerable — between 8° and the smaller value 
being for the one shot without the black powder. Design A6b was simi
lar to Аба except for minor details. The dispersions of these were 
considerable; only half of them hit the 3х 5-ft target at 210 yd. In 
order to insure rotation, four of these projectiles had a'slightly con
cave base. The dispersion of this group was about as bad as for the 
six with plane bases. In both cases the base of the sabot received a 
permanent set of about 1 mm. Also, an examination of one of the sabots 
fired with the plane base indicated that the projectile did not receive 
all of the rotation. In addition, there was a considerable deposit of 
aluminum and aluminum oxide on the inside walls of the sabot. Any of 
these factors might have been the cause of the wide dispersion.

Design Aj was similar to A6b except that it had an adjustable 
cavity. The sabot broke apart in the gun and while the projectile 
separated with a considerably smaller amount of gas, the results were 
not conclusive as to the amount of cavity necessary.

Design A8 had a rotating band over the base of the projectile but 
in other details was similar to A6b. Both of the sabots that were 
fired broke up in the gun.

Models AT1a and AT1b were designed to separate by force of the 
gases emitted by the tracer. Variant a had a molded plastic unosew

15/ In all subsequent designs .of axial sabots except where noted, 
a hardened steel projectile was used. All previous models had soft 
steel projectiles. . . ' ’



that failed. Ths nose of variant b was duralumin, and this model 
showed little yaw. There is some doubt, however, that the tracer 
bullets stood up under acceleration. The tracer did not ignite in 
either round. This design is not successful.

In A 9 and A10 there was considerable clearance between the core 
and the sabot, except near the base of the core (where the closer fit 
permitted centering Of the core). In the case of A9, which was made 
of steel, the sabot broke up when a soft projectile was used. With a 
hardened projectile it apparently remained whole, but the projectile 
had a large yaw. The duralumin model, A10, failed in the gun.

Design A6c had different sized holes drilled in the steel plug 
to admit the gas to the gas chamber. This did not improve the bad 
yaw.

Design All was similar to A6 with two exceptions; it had a plas
tic collar instead of the copperplated bourellet and there was no gas 
hole — in other words, the sabot was to be pulled off by the drag of 
the air. Two of these were fired, both exhibiting the same charac
teristics. Up to about 70 ft from the muzzle of the gun, the projec
tile and sabot traveled apparently in one piece with very slight yaw. 
The projectile and sabot then separated and both pieces had a large 
yaw. One of the sabots was later recovered and found to be whole. 
Frcm this behavior it was concluded that the sabot-projectile combina
tion was so long just before separation that it had an insufficient 
stability factor and therefore developed a large yaw. On the basis 
of this conclusion, lit was decided to use a considerably shorter pro
jectile — a 1 Ц-mm projectile Tilth the shape of the 37-mm, М7Ц. This 
would permit the shortening of the sabot as well.

The variants of A12 used the long Ih-mm projectile and a solid 
steel sabot of various lengths. Variant a (total length 1.8 in.) and 
variant g (total length 0.9 in.) had. no gas chamber. The weight of 

the sabot was comparable to the weight of the projectile and tests 
showed that the sabot was not taken off by drag alone. Therefore, a 
small chamber was put in variants b, c, d, e and f. Variant b

i



(1.6£ in. long) was filled with black powder and separated with a yaw 
of about hO? Variant c (1.^0 in. long) with no black powder, did not 
separate. Variant d (1.3^ in. long) separated with about 10° yaw. 
Variants e and f (1.20 and 1.0^ in. long), both with black powder, 
failed to separate, apparently because of the failure of the black pow
der to ignite. The conclusions frcm these tests were the same as for 

‘ design A11; that is, just before separation the sabot-projectile com
bination was insufficiently stable, and hence, a large yaw resulted. 
When the combinations were shorter just before separation, the yaw 
was correspondingly less.

The class A13 was a duralumin sabot similar to A1-2, but with the 
short 1h-rom projectile. Models a, b and c were gas operated; d, e 
and f were drag operated. The gas-operated models exhibited the least 
yaw as a group; and the shortest one of these the least yaw in the pre
liminary firings of one shot of each length. On the basis of these re
sults, ten of variant a were made up for a dispersion test. After six' 
shots, so few hit the target that the remaining four were shot for yaw. 

.The results were 10°, 13°> 26°, 36? A13h was made longer than any of 

the previous A13 models. Four of five separated with the following 
yaws: 3°, 11°, 23°, 33?

Design А1Ц was similar to A13 but used a rounded projectile. Of 
the first two constructed, А1Ца (the longer sabot) had a yaw of 13°, 
while A1hb (the shorter one) had a large yaw. Design А1Цс was similar 
to АТЦь, but had a gas chamber. The maximum yaw of this design was 
about 10? Wien these results were compared with the results of A13c 
and A13h, we concluded that the amount of yaw was not affected by any 
of these design modifications.

Design A13 is quite similar to A-J3, with a collar added. The 
yaw of A13 was 11|0 with black powder and 35° without (one shot each). 

It was decided that the sabot was a little short for the projectile. 
The projectile was accordingly shortened so that its total length 

. was 1.3^ in. instead of 1.6 in. The maximum yaw was 9? Three of 

these were shot at the target at 200 yd with no success at hitting it.
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Table VII. Data on rounds fired in Series A and B; cali
ber, 20-hQ mm.

Series A (19h2)

Number 
of

Rounds
Date Type

Mass (gm) Est.Muz. 
Velocity 
(ft/sec)

To TestProj. |sabot Powder

2 9-8 A1 51 37 20.7 3200 Performance
3 9-18 A2 hl 37 20. 7 3300 Performance and photo

graphs
3 11-21 A3 hi 32 22.2 3580 Performance
2 12-10 Aha 5o 26 21.9 ' 2h9O Performance
3 12-10 A5 h8 22 22.5 3670 Phenolite sabot
3 12-15 Ahb 5o 3h 21 .2 3300
1 12-18 Aha 5o 26 22.0 3500

3 12-18 Аба 52' 27 21 .6 3h2O Black powder ejection 
and hard projectile

1 12-22 AT1a hh 18 30.0'~ 3980 Tracer ejection
1 12-22 AT1b hh 20 23-2 3850 Tracer ejection
7 12-31 A? 53 30 21 .3 3330 For minimum cavity in 

base

Series A ( 19h3)

2 1-6 A6b 53 25 ' 21 .8 3h60 Picture, hard projectile
1 1-6 A8 53 26 21.7 3h3O Picture, soft proj.
h 1-7 A6b 53 25 21.8 3h60 Dispersion, concave base 

projectile
6 1-1U A6b 53 25 21.8 3h6O Dispersion, plane base 

projectile
1 1-114 A8 53 26 21.7 3h3O Performance
1 2-12 A9 53 28 21.5 3h00 Performance (soft steel 

projectile)
1 2-15 A9 53 28 21.5 3h00 Recovering (soft steel 

projectile)
1 2-2h A9 53' ■ 28 21.5 3h00 Performance (hard' steel 

projectile)
1 2-2h A10 5o 21 22.5 368О Performance
3 2-23 Абс h7 25 22.1 3570 Various size of holes 

in rear of sabot
2 3-9 A11 h7 2h 22.2 3620 No gas chamber
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Table VII. [Continued.]

Number 
of

Rounds
Date Type

Mass (gm) Est.Muz. 
Velocity 
(ft/sec)

To Test
Proj. Sabot Powder

Series A (I9b3),continued

1 3-9 A12a h7 70 31^

1 3-9 A12g b7 b2 ^04

31
1 3-11 A12b h7 65 31 All steel sabots of
1 3-11 A12c b7 60 31™ various lengths^ fired
1 3-11 Al2d b7 56 31** for performance
1 3-11 A12e b7 52 31
1 3-11 A12f b7 147 31**

1 3-1? A13a hl 21| 23.1 3830 [Duralumin sabot with gas
1 3-17 А13Ь bl 26 22.9 3780 , chamber; fired for
1 3-17 A13c hl 28 22.7 3720 performance
1 3-17 A13d bl 214 23.1 3860 Duralumin sabot, no gas
1 3-17 A13e b1 25 22.9 3790 chamber; fired for
1 3-17 A13f hl 27 22.7 3720 performance

10 3-25 A13a 37 20 2b.0 hioo Dispersion and yaw
1 3-25 A13g 37 20 2b.1 h1ho Performance
1 3-30 A1ba 37 21 23.9 'bo5o Performance
1 3-30 A1bb 37 20 2b.0 bioo Performance
1 3-30 Al Uc 37 20 2b-0 bwo Performance
$ 14-13 А13П 37 22 .23-7 bo5o Performance
2 b-13 А15а 38 18 2b.0 hioo Performance
8 5-18 Al5b 31 18 25-b hhho Dispersion and yaw
1 5-18 A16 38 18 2b-0 hioo Performance

Series В (19b2)
2 12-18 B1 h7 15 2b.2 b200 Operation
2 12-22 B1 h7 15 30.0* 3980 Operation
3 12-31 B2 36 23 23.8 hobo Operation (iron rotating

bands)

Series В (19U3) '

b 1-5. B3 U5 16 23.6 booo Photograph and disper-
sion . .

“Powder FNHM2, 0.023-in. web, lot HES 36Tb.
Standard 20-mm powder used because of heavy weight. Velocity

estimated as being above 3000 ft/sec. - -Ml. «Л- X-.' 'VX- ■
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The target was then moved to 100 yd where the dispersion of the five 
remaining shots was very large. ■

Design A16 was quite similar to Critchfield1s CW3b except that 
the sleeve was made of duralumin instead of plastic and таз not split. 
It was thought that the base would separate frcm the duralumin, and 
thud result in the parts that separate axially being that much shorter. 
The duralumin sleeve broke up under centrifugal force.

Of all the designs of axial sabots, there were none that were suc
cessful. It was found that it is possible to have the sabots separated 
either by drag alone, by gas pressure or by a small charge of black 
powder, but in each case the sabots usually separated with a large yaw. 
In addition, it was found that there was a large dispersion- in yaw in 
the two models of which more than one or two were fired.

1h. Series B: boattail sabots 
>
The purpose of Series В was to investigate the feasibility of 

using the boattail on subcaliber projectiles with the base exposed to 
.the propellent gases so as to facilitate tracer ignition. The opera
tion of this type of sabot was satisfactory in most cases, but the 
accuracy leaves much to be desired. The dispersion of this type seems 
to be 20 or 30 minutes of arc on the average, but no cause has been 
established for it. Four rounds of type B1 (Fig. 2) have been tried 
(see Table VII). Type B2 differs in having a mild steel base and 
rotating band and a 2° cone taper in the skirt and on the projectile 

so that no threads were necessary in the construction. The three 
rounds tried seem wilder than type B1.

Four rounds of B3 have been made and tried. These are like B1 
except that the rear locking wire is eliminated and the sabot extends 
over the ogive shoulder. It was hoped that the longer sabot would t 
improve the accuracy. This type apparently did not separate, and a 
recovered base indicates that the base seized the rear shoulder of 
the projectile. Special attention was paid to the rounding of this



shoulder, but evidently it was insufficient in this model. The shots 
with bases attached hit an 8-in. circle at 210 yd and thus provided no 
encouragement for further development. This series has been abandoned.

1Tests against armor plate

The following sabot projectiles were taken to Princeton University 
on April 19h3 for tests against armor plate:

10 C7, caliber .50 AP cores cut off to 19 gm, 
8 CW2c with Mallory 1000 Elkonite cores, 
9 full length (3.7 calibers) carbide cores, 
9 sawed off (3 calibers) carbide cores.

All cores were essentially 11 mm in diameter and the sabots were pat
terned after CW3b, being longer than usual for the full-length carbide 

16/ cores-—' and shorter for the caliber .50 cores.

On April 5, Cassius Curtis had the following rounds fired at 2-in. 
homogeneous plate: 2 rounds of C7 (caliber .50 AP cores), 1 full length 
Carbide, 1 regular 20-mm AP, all of which shattered; 3 rounds of short 
carbide at a muzzle velocity between 36ОО and 38ОО ft/sec, all of which 
penetrated while one was recovered whole; 2 rounds short carbide at 30° 
to normal incidence at a muzzle velocity of ЦООО to hlOO ft/sec, both 

of which* shattered.

On April 6, 5 rounds of C7 and 1 round of CW2c Mallory 1000 were 
fired at ij-in. plate. Particular results on these and succeeding tests 

of sabot-ammunition will be reported by Division 2. There are several 
developments of general interest, however, to be noted here.

The stability of the long carbide cores and of the caliber .50 
cores was so low that an appreciable yaw developed — obviously an un
desirable occurrence in trials against armor plate. This difficulty 
was overcome, however, by finding the position of minimum yaw suitable

' 16/ The carbide cores, obtained for us by the Army Ordnance De
partment, were made by Carboloy Co. and have the same dimensions as the 
core of the Gerlich 28/20-mm.
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for the location of the plate. The short carbide cores showed no 
appreciable yaw and could be used without finding the position of 
minimum yaw. .

The tests demonstrated beyond doubt the usefulness of the sabot 
construction for testing purposes at high velocity. No direct com
parison between sabot and regular AP ammunition wa-s obtained because 
of shatter of the regular AP. We have made and sent to Division 2 
twenty more of the shortened caliber .£0 cores in sabots (0?).

16. Conclusion

The tests so far conducted have provided data on numerous de
tails of construction, and the developmental stage of sabot ammuni
tion for the 20~mm Hispano-Suiza has been brought to a satisfactory 
conclusion as far as one type of construction is concerned. The sum 
of these experiences lead to the following conclusions and plans for 
the future.

(i) The separation of sabot and projectile by trapped propel
lent gases presents many difficulties, none of which become simplified 
when heavy cores are used. Work on this type of sabot (Series A) as 
well as on the boattail type (Series B) will thus be discontinued.

(ii) Almost any design built to separate by centrifugal force and 
constructed to reasonable tolerances can be fired in the 20-mm cannon 
and made to hit at 200 yd rd thin 10 minutes of arc of the center of 
the pattern. Average accuracy for standard ammunition at that range 
is more like 2 minutes of arc radius for the beaten zone. The sabot 
problem was thus primarily to attain something like standard accuracy.

(iii) The second main problem of sabot construction is lightness. 
Our best efforts to date have reduced the weight of the sabot to less 
than 20 gm. The attendant maximum yaw is roughly 10°, and the best 
performance is Ц0 percent larger in dispersion than standard ammuni
tion. ,
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(iv) The most satisfactory construction is fundamentally a stand
ard subcaliber solid projectile propelled by a duralumin plug and sup
ported by a reinforced plastic skirt. It has been shown that making 
provision for decreasing the windage between barrel and projectile im
proves the accuracy of the ammunition. Duralumin is used for the base 
plug because a considerable volume of metal is necessary to mount the 
round in the cartridge chse and much can be gained in lightness by 
using duralumin instead of steel.

(v) Development will be continued for the 20-1 £ mm sabot-projec
tile adapting it to automatic feed.

L



APPENDIX

Reduction in Time of Flight ■

1?. Reduction in time of flight at„ short range

With standard guns and standard density Of loading) the only •way 
to decrease the time of flight of a projectile is to decrease its mass. 
In general, this has the disadvantage of decreasing the effectiveness 
of the projectile. There are two notable exceptions to the general 
rule: one arises in the case where armor must be penetrated, and the 
other in the case where the standard projectile is larger than necessary 
for the job intended. The possible role of sabot-projectiles in the 
exceptional cases has been considered in other reports. ’ •

We shall consider the reduction in time of flight at short range, 
that is, for the small cannon such as used in aircraft and on the ground 
or deck against aircraft. If an airplane is dodging shell that explode 
on contact, the probability of being hit varies with the inverse fourth 
power of the time of flight of the projectile.11/ At very short range 
the probability then increases as vl, where v is the muzzle velocity. 
On the other hand, the effectiveness of the shell (that is, high ex
plosive or shrapnel) decreases as the mass decreases. We shall assume 
that the damaging effect of a projectile is simply proportional to its 
mass m. The efficiency of a projectile is then roughly proportional to 
mvl or to E2/m, where E is the kinetic energy of the projectile at the 
muzzle. This indicates that the lighter the projectile for a given pow
der charge, the more effective it will be.

There are two laws of ballistics that militate against use of ex
tremely light projectiles. The first is that in firing very light pro
jectiles a large fraction of the powder energy goes into kinetic energy 
of the gases. Thus E decreases as m decreases. The second is that 
light projectiles are slowed down more rapidly by the air so that even 
at short range the time of flight does not decrease with mass as rapidly 
as we have assumed.

The effect of the powder gases can be calculated on the basis of 
Kent's work on that subject.18/ Karush has integrated Kent's equations 
for the ratio of specific heats 7 = 1.22, so that they,may be used for 
all ratios of powder mass to projectile mass. A very convenient and 
at the same time very accurate empirical representation of this inte
gration may be expressed as follows. Let v and vQ be the velocities

17/ W. Weaver, "The way muzzle velocity affects the probability 
of hitting aircraft by AA fire,11 Section D-2 (Fire Control) NDRC, 
Apr. 1, 1912. '

18/ R. H. Kent, Physics у 319 (1936).

- 13 -
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of shells having masses m and m0, respectively, and let q be the mass 
of powder, Then

v /mn + 0.213q
— = ---------- . (1)
v0 V m + 0.213q 

i
As would be expected, v increases less rapidly than m“2.

For an approximate expression that gives the dependence of time 
of flight on the mass of the projectile, we assume

dv KDpda
— =-------
dt m

(2)

whence
m z (Kp/>d2/m)R

Kppd2v e

(3)

(h)

In these equations is the drag coefficient, is the density of 
air, d is the diameter of the shell, R is the range and T is the 
time of flight. If we take К^= 0.10 and p = 3.33 х 10“> lb/in? (the 
density of air at about 9000 ft) as representative values, and if 
we measure m in pounds, d in inches and the range R in feet, we get

T = ^ehd2R/lO^m 

hd2v
(£)

In the calculations that follow, we shall make use of Eqs. (l) and 
(3) to get a ccmparison of the efficiencies of shell of various 

■weights. According to the argument advanced at the beginning of this 
section, the quantity mT“h should be a fair measure of the effective
ness of a projectile. Therefore, we shall calculate the ratio 
тТ“^/т0Т“^ (where the subscript о indicates the corresponding quantity 
for standard projectiles) for several short ranges and for existing
guns. :For this purpose we define a quantity y, where

mV
О

mQ- - 1

m - 1 .
mQ + O.213q

,m + s + O.213qm3d8 [JVVW?

2
. (6)

In Eq. (6), the possibility of having different diameters for the pro
jectile has been admitted and a term s., the mass of the sabot, has 
been added to m so that the formula may be applied to subcaliber pro
jectiles. '
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At first, however, consider the full-caliber projectile of light 
weight as a possible solution to the problem of increasing y. Then 
d=dQ and s=0. The optimum values of m (lb) and of ymax are given 
in Table VIII for existing 20-mm, 37-fnm and 57“№ guns.

Table VIII. Calculated optimun values of m and ymax for several 
existing guns for light projectiles and for subcaliber projectiles with 
sabot. :

\^Gun 
R (yd)\. 20-mm 37-mm 57~™ 20-mm 37-mm 57"fflm

Without sabot иi (lb) Утах

100 0.038 0.192 o,63h ЗЛ7 3.55 3.31
200 .055 .2$9 .8h6 2.65 2.85 2.73
5oo .106 .Ш 1.322 1.68 1.93 2.06
1000 .185 .736 2.06? 1.20 1.Ц2 1.55

With sabot m (lb) ymax .

All 0.051 0.30 1.02 1.88 1.79 1.68

The optimum value of у if a sabot is used is also given in 
Table VIII. In this calculation the mass of the sabot is assumed to 
be 0.1 mo and у is considered as a function of m and m/d2 and minimized 
with respect to m. We then find a definite value of m as shown in 
Table VIII, but the maximum у occurs at m/d2 = oo. The largest prac
tical value of m/d2 is really m0/d2, especially in automatic guns, so 
the latter value was chosen. The final result is simply

.. (m + 0.213q)2 ' ,
Утах U(s + O.213q)m0

Fran Table VIII we may conclude that at close range — 200 to 
500 yd — the effectiveness of small cannon shell may be improved by 
a factor of two or so. This is based upon the assumption that effec
tiveness is proportional to the mass of the shell and inversely pro
portional to the fourth power of time of flight. It is particularly 
interesting that only at rather long range does the subcaliber pro
jectile compete with the full-caliber projectile of light weight. This 
merely means that the improvement in ballistic coefficient which a 
sabot makes possible does not have sufficient effedt at short range to 
offset the loss of mass in the sabot. 1
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A further practical difficulty with the proposed sabot projec- ' 
tiles is that they must be as long as the standard projectile but 
of only about UO percent standard diameter. This makes them diffi
cult to stabilize and probably also impairs their explosive effect. 
Altogether, it appears that for close-range firing the development 
of light-weight, full-caliber projectiles is a more promising course 
than the use of sabots.

"While the results of Table VIII are calculated for air density 
at about 9000 ft, they are readily applicable to other densities.. 
For example, suppose the firing to take place at an altitude at 
which the air pressure is one half :as great. We need only to multiply 
the ranges given under R by 2 to find the proper range at that alti
tude. In general, divide R by the ratio of densities. Range does 
not enter into the comparison with subcaliber projectiles because the 
ballistic coefficient is assumed to be unchanged in that comparison.

18. Reduction in time of flight at long range

' Firing a lighter-than-standard projectile from a gun does not 
necessarily lead to shorter times of flight. This is especially true 
at long range. The limitation is on the ballistic coefficient, of the 
projectile. It is advantageous, of course, to make the projectile 
as long and slender as possible, and thus, use a sabot, but the length 
is limited by the strength of the materials used and the-maximum 
acceleration. ■

If v is again the muzzle velocity and L is the length of the gun, 
the average acceleration of the projectile is v2/2L. We shall 
assume the maximum acceleration a^ to be twice the average, that is,

&m = v2/L. (8)

Let the maximum load that may be put in compression on the mate- 
1’ial used in constructing shell and sabot be S. The value of S under 
rates of loading that prevail in a gun is not .known, but we shall 
assume that S is 70000 lb/in?, the ultimate compressive strength of 
strong duralumin. Although S is well above maximum pressures allowed 
in a gun, the use of a sabot entails the concentration of forces on 
■an area smaller than the bore area and thus places more stringent 
conditions on design. .Let m be the mass of the subcaliber projectile 
alone — that is, exclusive of sabot — and d its diameter. Then,

. < . mam < |тг Sd2 . (9)

must be satisfied. We shall assume the limiting condition of equality 
and, applying Eq. (8), obtain ,

m/d2 = SL/v2 . (10)
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Equation (10) shows that the maximum ballistic coefficient de
creases rapidly with muzzle velocity. At long range, therefore, there 
must be an optimum muzzle velocity with which a given gun should be 
fired. This optima velocity depends only on the length of barrel, 
strength of materials, range and angle of sight. We shall use an 
approximate form of the vertical trajectory in order to get a repre
sentative value for v. The equation of motion is

dv/dt + Xv2 + g = 0, (11)

and we assume A to be constant throughout the range, that is,

XsKDpd2A, (12)

although increases and p decreases somewhat with time (height). For 
the value of S we have assumed, and for p = 3»33x 10~5 lb/in? (density 
at about 9000 ft) and ^=0.10, we get

A 2.3 x 10“llv2/L, (13)

where L is measured in feet and v in feet per second.

The range R and the time of flight T are related by 
fT

R = / v dt, (3)
^0

and the final form of the equation for T is
T = (gA)“2 [/0 - arc cos (e^cos/o)], (ih)

where

tan/0 = v(Vg)2-

The optimum muzzle velocity with which to fire a given gun at the 
vertical range R is then obtained by minimizing T with respect to v 
while holding R and L constant. It happens that the minimum of T is 
extremely flat so that the greatest practical gain may perhaps be ob
tained by choosing a muzzle velocity somewhat lower than the optimum. 
The muzzle velocity required for a time of flight 9 percent longer 
than the minimum will be called the ’’ideal11 muzzle velocity^ it appears 
under v^ in Table IX for six different guns and for several ranges. 
The ’’ideal” time of flight T. (1.05 times the minimum) and standard 
time of flight T§ are also given in this table. The numbers are only 
crude approximations to true times of flight but serve for comparison.

By assuming some particular weight of sabot for each gun and 
taking into account the motion of the powder gases, we can determine 
the weight that a subcaliber projectile must have in order to give 
the required muzzle velocity. This assumes the standard amount of

I



Hi Table IX. Comparison of ’’ideal” time of flight with standard time of flight for ideal sabot-pro.jec-
Hi tiles fired from various guns.

■g Cun
Mass of 
Sabot 
(lb)

Range 
(Ю3 ft)

”Ideal” Muzzle 
Velocity''

vi(ft/sec)

m
(lb) ..

d 
(in.)

Standard Time 
of Flight 

T
(sec.)

”Ideal” Time 
of Flight"''

Ti
(sec)

H 3-in. 2.3 20 3730 3.1 1.h9 11.2 7-2
30 3030 6.3 1.76 22. 7 13.7
ho 2800 8.h 1.87 — 23.0

Ц 90-mm h.l 20 h300 3.9 1.67 10.0 6.3
»• 30 3300 9.1 2.07 18.3 12.7

ho 3100 13.3 2.22 33.2 21.7
30 2900 16.1 2.28 — 33.3

103-mm 6.3 20 Зюо 1.7 1.10 10.0 3.3
30 hwo 7-7 1.90 18.3 10.3
ho 3600 12.2 2.09 33.2 16 0 3
30 3230 17-2 2.28 —- 23.0

h-7-in. 9.6 20 3h30 3.7 1.62 ,8.0 3.0
30 hhoo 13.3 2.32 13.8 9.8
ho 3800 23.1 2.83 22.0 13.7
30 3h3o 31.2 3.03 36.3 23.3

133-mm 20.7 30 h37O 13.3 2.70 13.3 9.9
ho 3800 27.9 3.13 2h-3 13.6
30 3hoo hl -7 3.30 h9.0 23.8

8-iri. h7-0 30 h930 19.0 3.00 lh-1 8.7
ho Ьозо 63.0 h.73 20.9 13.6
3o 3830 76.0 h.66 30.2 19.6

I

i

’’’The muzzle velocity required for a time of flight $ percent longer than the minimum. 
'The time of flight corresponding to the ''ideal1’ muzzle velocity.



powder with web thickness appropriate to the more rapid expansion of 
the gases. Knowing m, we may then calculate d. Both m and d appear 
in Table IX. ~ .

Several immediate conclusions may be drawn from the results pre
sented in Table IX. One is that it is impracticable to minimize times 
of flight at 20000 ft vertical by use of the sabot because the projec
tile would be too light to damage an airplane even in a direct hit. A 
second point is that none of the ideal projectiles indicated would be 
stable under rotation alone. Thus, it would be essential to add fins. 
A third conclusion might be that it is quite practicable to minimize 
times of flight at 30000 ft for guns less than $ in. in.bore, since the 
subcaliber projectiles best suited to these conditions are at least one 
fourth as heavy as the standard projectile and times of flight are re
duced to 6О-7О percent of standard. A particularly favorable example 
is the 3-in. gun for which the subcaliber projectile is about half stand
ard weight and the time of flight is 0.60 of the usual one at 30000 ft.

The usefulness of the sabot in long range work depends upon the 
relative..weights that must be given to mass of projectile and time of 
flight. Any of the shells proposed as ideal at 30000 ft are probably 
adequate to bring down an airplane with one direct hit. If direct hits 
are desired, time of flight alone is essential and the effectiveness of 
a round would be measurably increased by use of the sabot.

Note added in proof
The kinetic energy of powder gases can be taken into account by 

adding a fraction of their mass to that of the projectile. - The frac
tion varies from one third to one twelfth as the projectile mass de
creases to zero. In the analysis just given, an average fraction — 
0.213 — covering a wide range of masses was chosen. Actually, the 
practical range of projectile masses turned out to be somewhat smaller 
and in this narrower-range an average of О.27О would be more appli
cable. The influence of this fraction on practical results is so 
small, however, that a recalculation is not warranted. —. c. L. C.
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